Existing approaches to biometric classification with quality measures make a clear distinction between the single-modality applications and the multimodal scenarios. This paper bridges this gap with Q−stack, a stacking-based classifier ensemble, which uses the class-independent signal quality measures and baseline classifier scores in order to improve the accuracy of uni-and multimodal biometric classification. We explain the seemingly counterintuitive notion of using class-independent quality information for improving class separation by considering quality measures as conditionally relevant classification features. We present Q − stack as a generalized framework of classification with quality information, and argue that existing methods of classification with quality measures are its special cases. We further demonstrate the application of Q − stack on the task of biometric identity verification using face and fingerprint modalities, and show that the use of the proposed technique allows a systematic reduction of the error rates below those of the baseline classifiers, in scenarios involving single and multiple biometric modalities.
biometric verification. Next, we show that alternative methods of employing quality measures in biometric classification [7, 24, 26] can be viewed as special cases of Q − stack. Finally,we demonstrate the performance of Q − stack on real biometric data -the face and fingerprint modalities from the BioSec database [6] . We show that: 1) score-dependent, class-independent quality measures provide additional dimensions in which a stacked classifier can separate the classes better than the baseline classifier, which uses only the similarity scores, and 2) the proposed method affords improvement in biometric classification in uni-and multi-modal scenarios alike. This paper, an elaboration on topics we touched upon in [15, 14] , is structured as follows. Section II describes the principles of the proposed method of Q − stack. Section III portrays Q − stack as a framework that encompasses prior approaches towards biometric classification with quality measures.
In Section IV we demonstrate the application of Q − stack to uni-and multi-modal biometric identity verification using face and fingerprint modalities, and fusion of them. Section V concludes the paper.
II. Q − stack -USING QUALITY MEASURES TO IMPROVE CLASSIFICATION

A. Feature dependence and class separation
Consider two class-generating processes A and B, which generate features subjected to k arbitrary base classifiers C 1,2,...,k , each returning a scalar similarity score x 1,2,...,k . Let us concatenate these scores to x = [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x k ], where vector x is an instance of a multivariate random variable X. The distributions of p(x|A) and p(x|B) are affected by a noise-generating process N , where the word noise refers to any factor external to A and B that causes signal degradation [5] . Process N interacts with the classgenerating processes A and B according to some function γ, whose nature needs not be given explicitly [15] . Instead, the interaction between A, B and N manifests itself in the impact of noise instances n on the corresponding observed score instances x.
Consider the example shown in Figure 1 . Assume that a sample score instance x 0 was obtained by classifying a noise-free signal by applying τ . When contaminated by an instance n of the noisy process N , a shifted score x 0 = γ(x 0 , n) = x 0 + Δx results, where Δx is a quality-induced score shift. When considering not only a single score but the entire score distributions, a distribution shift is observed [20] , and the optimal classification threshold τ may no longer be equal τ . Since it is the presence of N that induced the shift, there is an evident causal dependence link between N and X. We refer to any measurable property of the classified signal that reflects the impact of noise n on the obtained similarity score x as quality measure. A measurement of n would make a perfect quality measure, but in practice it may not be feasible to measure n directly. Instead, let us assume that a set of j scalar quality measures qm = [qm 1 , qm 2 , ..., qm j ] is collected. The quality measures quantify the impact of n on x from observed signals, where qm denotes an instance of a random variable QM . By definition, QM is dependent on N , and therefore it also inherits a dependence on X. At the same time, quality measures may carry only marginal class-selective information since they convey information about the data collection conditions rather than about the identity of the person whose biometric data is under scrutiny. For instance, a measure of fingerprint dryness says little about the person whose fingerprint is captured. Consequently, we observe that p(qm|A) = p(qm|B), which makes quality measures an individually irrelevant feature.
Let us concatenate the training scores x and the quality measures qm into evidence vectors e = [x, qm]
and analyze the separation between classes A and B in the (k +j)-dimensional evidence space defined by all components of the evidence vectors. This separation can be expressed in terms of divergence between class-conditional joint distributions of p(e|A) and p(e|B). In [11, 16] , separation between joint classconditional distributions has been shown to be greater for dependent than for independent classification features. Consequently, since p(qm|A) = p(qm|B), the existence of clear statistical dependencies between X and QM can offer better class separation in the evidence space than in the space of baseline April 15, 2009 DRAFT scores x.
An intuitive interpretation of this result is shown in Figure 2 . Here, the evidence consists of one classselective score and one quality measure, e = [x, qm]. In both subplots the marginal class-conditional distributions of evidence remain unchanged. The variables X and QM are independent in the left (a), and dependent in the right (b) subplot. Note that in the independent case the class separation is defined entirely by p(x|A) and p(x|B). In the presence of a dependence between X and QM classes A and B are clearly better separated. In the context of the individually (strongly) relevant X, the individually irrelevant QM becomes conditionally relevant. This effect is often referred to as so-called spouse problem [10] . 
B. Stacking-based approach to classification with quality measures
As a consequence of (1), classification in the evidence space e = [x, qm] can be more accurate than using base scores x alone, as long as there is a dependence between X and QM . Using certain simplifying assumptions about distribution normality, the gains in class separation can be derived arithmetically [16] , but for complex, non-Gaussian distributions and non-linear dependencies the derivation becomes utterly impractical. However, the dependence between X and QM can be exploited by learning a classifier in the evidence space from training data, under the assumption that both training and testing data are drawn from the same, typically unknown, population. That is the principle behind the proposed method Note that if no quality measures are present, the architecture shown in Figure 3 performs a multimodal score-level fusion [21] . The architecture can be extended to accommodate a larger number of modalities, base classifiers, and quality measures. New evidence is simply included in the evidence vector. In a single-modality, multiple-classifier scenario Signal 1 is classified by both Baseline Classifiers. In a multimodal scenario Signals 1 and 2 originate from two separate biometric modalities (for instance, face and fingerprint).
C. Q − stack versus flat classifier
In the Q − stack framework, the dependence between baseline classifier scores and quality measures can help obtain better class separation than using baseline classifier scores alone. By analogy, the same principle could be applied to construct a "flat" classifier that includes quality measure in the baseline feature set, rather than building a stacking ensemble. While doing so is a theoretically sound approach, following arguments speak in favor of the stacking ensemble:
1) In many systems, optimized baseline classifiers already exist, and applying Q − stack enables an improvement of classification performance without the need to access or retrain them. It is particularly useful when baseline classifiers are proprietary.
2) If classified signals can be represented in the form of one-dimensional feature vector, a flat classifier system is easy to construct. However, in practice, many biometric signals are not represented as feature vectors. Instead, feature sets or matrices are used for classification purpose, for instance the DCTmod2 features for face representation [22] , or the minutiae-based representation of fingerprints [23] . In such cases, devising quality measures that sport dependencies on individual features and incorporating them optimally into feature matrices is not evident.
3) The number of baseline features is large, often counted in hundreds or even thousands. This makes the construction of a proper quality measure for use with the flat classifier substantially more difficult than devising a quality measure that sports a dependence on the baseline classifier score.
III. Q − stack AS A GENERALIZED FRAMEWORK OF CLASSIFICATION WITH QUALITY MEASURES
In this section we discuss how the proposed method of Q − stack relates to existing paradigms of using quality measures in biometric verification. We show that Q − stack is a generalized framework that encompasses previously reported methods, and we offer a new view on classification with quality measures.
A. Single-classifer systems with quality measures
Existing statistical methods of improving the performance of a single classifier with quality measures involve either a threshold selection [26, 12] , or a model selection [20] . The selection is performed depending on the quality of the observed signal. Distribution scaling can be considered as a continuous linear model adaptation, known in particular in speaker verification [2] .
Consider the distributions shown in Figure 4 . The figure presents three distributions of scores x drawn for signals registered at three different levels of quality, qm 1 < qm 2 < qm 3 . For each of the three discrete levels of quality measure qm the class-conditional distributions of p(x|A) and p(x|B) change in shape and position in respect to the origin of the horizontal axis of scores x.
Assume now that for each of the discrete levels of quality measure qm 1 , qm 2 , qm 3 a set of two class-conditional models is created, for instance p(x, qm = qm 1 |A) and p(x, qm = qm 1 |B). In qualitydependent model selection procedures during the classification process a set of models is selected according to the observed discrete (or discretized) quality measure. A similar mechanism exists for adaptive 
Conditional score distributions and decision threshold τ change as a function of the signal quality measure qm : quality-dependent threshold selection. The decision thresholds for each quality level qm 1 , qm 2 , qm 3 are in fact thresholds estimated using certain models, again trained or otherwise built for each of the observed quality levels. During the classification phase a decision threshold τ 1 ,τ 2 or τ 3 is selected depending on the observed quality measure for the new test sample classified.
If all quality-dependent models, or corresponding decision thresholds are placed in a two-dimensional coordinate systems, then the resulting picture bears a striking resemblance to the evidence space e = [x, qm] discussed in Section II. The main difference is that in model or threshold selection techniques the levels of quality are discrete rather than continuous. In this light, the quality-dependent model and threshold selection techniques provide a sampled version of the decision boundary Ψ(x, qm) drawn in the evidence space. This decision boundary is sampled at discrete points corresponding to the chosen discrete levels of quality measure qm.
B. Multiple classifier and multimodal systems with quality measures
Traditionally, multi-classifier systems and multimodal systems have been treated separately from singleclassifier systems. This division was inherited by the domain of biometric identity verification and existing literature seems to be making a clear distinction between them. In particular biometric fusion with quality measures has recently attracted a lot of attention in the domain of multimodal biometrics. Here, we argue April 15, 2009 DRAFT that the proposed framework of Q − stack encompasses multiclassifier/multimodal quality-based fusion techniques.
As an example let us consider a method of combining multiple classifiers with the use of quality measures proposed by Fierrez-Aguilar et al. to solve the problem of combining scores from two different fingerprint matchers [8] . The authors propose to use a combination function,
where s M and s R are similarity scores normalized in the s M , s R ∈ (0, 1) range, originating from two different classifiers employed to compare the same pair of fingerprints. Q is a normalized quality measure for the given pair of compared fingerprints, Q ∈ (0, 1), and s Q is the new, combined score. The authors Note that despite the fact that the authors do not make any explicit claims as to the statistical dependencies between Q, s M and s R , the definition of the decision boundary tacitly assumes a linear correlation between s M and s R as it can be easily derived from Equation 2, and is readily visible in Figure 5 .
The example is therefore a special case of classification in an evidence space defined by the dimensions of two classifier scores and a class-independent quality measure. Since the method proposed in [8] is April 15, 2009 DRAFT heuristic in nature, it defines a priori the shape of the decision boundary while disregarding the actual shapes of the joint distributions of evidence. Other heuristically defined decision hyperplanes, such as the polynomial fusion functions from [24] or approaches proposed in [7] , can be represented in a similar way.
It therefore becomes clear that different methods of incorporating quality measures in the classification process, both in a single-or multiple-classifier scenario, are in fact different algorithmic realizations of the very same mathematical principles, given in Section II.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
The experiments presented in this section give an embodiment of the proposed method of Q−stack. We show that the improvements in the system performance do indeed hinge on the statistical dependencies of the signal quality measures on the corresponding classifier scores, using an example of face and fingerprint matching. In our experiments we used data collected from 200 subjects (development set: 50 subjects, evaluation set: 150 subjects) from the baseline BioSec database [6] . The experimental protocol defines 800 genuine access scores and 1225 imposter scores per modality for the development set, and 2400
genuine access scores and 11135 imposter scores per modality for the evaluation set [1] . Experiments involve matching of only one gallery image to one probe image, which is routine for fingerprint matching but particularly challenging for face matching. In our experiments we intentionally use a very accurate baseline fingerprint matcher and a much less accurate face matcher. The reason for this is two-fold. First, we show that the presented framework of Q − stack works well with baseline classifiers of very different nature and performance. Second, we demonstrate that the use of Q − stack allows for improvements in multimodal classification with quality measures also when the baseline classifiers are not comparable in terms of accuracy.
In our experiments we used a face matcher whose matching scores are Mahalanobis distance between global P CA feature vectors of the gallery and the probe image [25] . The P CA projection space was found using all images from the training dataset. The scores produced by the P CA matcher are denoted as x f . As a face quality measure qm f , we used a normalized 2-dimensional cross correlation coefficient with an average face template [13] . Since the average face template was built using the same P CA projection as used for matching feature extraction, qm f is expected to be dependent on the scores x f .
The fingerprint matching scores, denoted as x p , are obtained using the minutiae-based matcher from the publicly available NFIS2 software package [23] . We employed a fingerprint quality measure computed in the spatial frequency domain [4] , which has been used for multi-classifier fingerprint matching in [8] . April 
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In our work this quality measure is denoted as qm p1 . The NFIS2 package also contains a fingerprint quality estimator NFIQ, which returns a discrete quality measure denoted here as qm p2 . The NFIQ quality measure is designed with the scope of predicting the matching scores based on the fingerprint quality.
All scores and quality measures used in the experiments reported here have been normalized to zero mean and unity variance using normalization parameters estimated on the development set. For both face and fingerprint modalities, if qm α and qm β are the quality measures computed for both matched samples then the combined quality measure used as evidence was computed as qm = √ qm α qm β , following [9, 7] .
In order to maintain a consistent notation with Section II we denote here the class of imposter match scores as Class A, and the class of the genuine client match scores as Class B. We report the classification results in terms of per-class error rates ER A , ER B , and the Half-Total Error Rate HT ER = are a direct consequence of much inferior number of data points, than in the evaluation set. In calculation of D v , 100-bin histograms were used, except for discrete qm p2 , where 13 bins were used, equal to the number of qm p2 values present in the data set (see Figure 7c ).
Quality measures must be dependent on the scores in order to improve class separation, as discussed in Section II. Table II gives the estimates of dependencies between the scores and quality measures used in our experiments, in terms of pair-wise average conditional mutual information [5] . Average conditional mutual information I(e 1 , e 2 ) between evidence components e 1 and e 2 is calculated as April 15, 2009 DRAFT The experiments were conducted as follows. First, baseline face and fingerprint matchers were trained using the dedicated development data set. Using the baseline classifiers, matching scores for the face (x f ) and fingerprint (x p ) modalities were computed for all pairs of samples from the respective development and evaluation datasets, and corresponding quality measures for face (qm f ) and fingerprint (qm p1 , qm p2 )
were calculated. The matching scores and quality measures were concatenated into evidence vectors. All used combinations of evidence are given in Tables III and IV . Following Figure 3 , the evidence vectors were used as features to the stacked classifiers according to the Q− stack scheme. The stacked classifiers were trained using the evidence vectors obtained using the development set and then applied to classify the evidence vectors from the evaluation set. In all experiments we have used as stacked classifiers a discriminative support vector classifier with a linear kernel (denoted as SVM) [5] and a generative
Bayesian classifier with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) for probability density function estimation [17] (denoted as Bayes). In the multimodal experiments, results of multimodal fusion of e = [x f , x p ] using the SVM and Bayes classifiers are used as baseline for comparison with the Q − stack results. The experimental results for unimodal experiments are listed in Table III , and in Table IV for multimodal experiments. Corresponding DET curves are shown in Figure 10 . show the loci of observations that can be classified more accurately by Q − stack than by the baseline classifiers. The examples shown in Figures 8 and 9 visualize the impact of the dependence between the scores and quality measures on class separation: the more pronounced the dependence the more does the optimal decision boundary depart from a line perpendicular to the score axis. The better can this optimal decision boundary be approximated by the Q − stack classifier the higher classification accuracy in the evidence space compared with the baseline system.
For both face and fingerprint modalities, the proposed Q−stack approach systematically outperformed the baseline classifiers, confirming that indeed class-independent quality measures allow for improved class separation in the evidence space, provided that a statistical dependence exists between the evidence components ( Table II) . As the results given in Table III and Figure 10a , b show, both the SVM and Bayes stacked classifiers delivered similar performance. Slight differences in accuracies are attributed to the appropriateness of a chosen stacked classifier to the specific structure of the joint evidence distributions.
Note that for the fingerprint modality the best results were obtained for the evidence vector of e = [x p , qm p1 , qm p2 ], where only one component out of three is class-selective (x p ), and the remaining two are class-independent. We stress the fact that the proposed method of Q−stack proved to work well with both a strong baseline fingerprint matcher, and with a weak face classifier. In the multimodal experiments (Table IV , and Figure 10c ) the results obtained using Q − stack are systematically better than those of Table IV the improvement was observed for both considered stacked classifier types, Bayes and SVM, which demonstrates the robustness of the proposed method.
For the available data volume, a misclassification of one sample corresponds to a change of approximately 4 · 10 −4 in ER B and 1 · 10 −4 in ER A and HT ER. Given the limited sample size at the low error rates obtained and the fact that the samples are not independent we do not discuss the statistical significance of the results but we stress the systematic improvements observed. It is noteworthy that combining a very accurate fingerprint matcher with a weak face matcher delivered improved performance over baseline fingerprint matcher alone. Although the best Q − stack results for the fingerprint modality are comparable with the best Q−stack results for the multimodal scenario, there are practical advantages April 15, 2009 DRAFT of being able to incorporate additional, weaker modality without the risk of compromising the system accuracy. For instance, the system can accommodate to individuals who are unable to provide the data for the matcher operating on the strong modality.
Due to the limited frames of this paper we have considered one generative and one discriminative stacked classifier here. In fact the possible choice of the stacked classifiers is much larger and can also include classifier ensembles. The nature of selected Q − stack classifier must correspond to the actual separation between the class-conditional evidence distributions, and consequently to the dependencies between the evidence components.
As we have discussed in Section II, the proposed method of Q − stack encompasses methods of biometric identity verification with quality measures previously reported in the literature. The aim of this paper was not to beat any of them; instead, we propose a modality-independent framework that encompasses existing approaches and explains the principles of the use of class-independent quality information in biometric classification, and can be easily extended to new applications.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented Q − stack, a universal method of incorporating class-independent quality measures in unimodal classification and multi-classifier systems. The method is based on the improved class separation due to the dependence between the classifier scores and the quality measures, and it serves as a generalized framework of classification with class-independent quality information.
On purpose, we have not included performance comparisons of Q−Stack with prior heuristic methods, such as those mentioned in Section III. Since all those methods create an approximation of the optimal decision boundary Ψ(x, qm), they may as well create an arbitrarily good approximation of it, contingent on the availability of data and appropriateness of assumptions made. In this sense there is nothing inherent to these methods that would render them mathematically inferior to the proposed method of Q − stack.
Having said that, there are the following advantages of the techniques proposed in this paper:
• Q − stack requires a creation of one classifier in a multidimensional space rather than creating multiple classifiers in one-dimensional space. This accounts to a greater simplicity and flexibility in classifier choice.
• Q − stack can flexibly adopt multiple quality measures relevant to one observed score. It is not obvious how existing techniques of model/threshold selection could cope with that because a linear increase in the number of available quality measures would greatly increase the number of necessary thresholds or models. In the experiments presented in this paper, we used a geometric mean of individual quality measures as a combined quality measure used in classification. This practice was adapted in order to maintain compatibility with the common practice in the field [9, 7] . In fact, it is possible to use raw individual quality measures in the framework of Q − stack, instead of combining them. Such practice increases the dimensionality of the classification problem, yet offers additional degrees of freedom in which the classes can be separated. Q − stack is a data-driven approach, where the stacked classifiers are selected and trained according to the best practices in pattern recognition.
We have demonstrated the method to be effective in improving uni-and multimodal identity verification using face and fingerprint modalities. We have also shown that the benefits that can be expected of the application of Q − stack hinge on the statistical dependencies between the quality measures and the baseline classifier similarity scores, and on a proper selection of the stacked classifier according to the class-conditional evidence distributions. The proposed method is not specific to any particular biometric modality and multiple quality measures can be incorporated by simply adding them into the evidence vector. The results show that particular attention must be paid to the development of classifier-quality measure ensembles, rather than classifier-independent quality measures alone.
